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– of the 3,749 funds overseen by the industry 
regulator, the Financial Sector Supervisory 
Commission (CSSF), at the end of May, 
although at EUR1.78trn they accounted for 
some 80 per cent of fund assets.

At the same time there were 619 Part II 
undertakings for collective investment, so 
called after the section of Luxembourg’s 
fund legislation (the latest version became 
law on December 17, 2010) governing non-
Ucits funds, with aggregate assets of some 
EUR212bn, as well as 1,266 Specialised 
Investment Funds governed by the so-called 
SIF law of February 13, 2007, with assets of 
nearly EUR225bn.

Even these numbers do not give the full 
picture of the importance of the grand duchy 
as a centre of alternative investments and 
in particular of private equity and venture 
capital activity, according to Yves Courtois, 

The advent in July 2013 of the European 
Union’s Alternative Investment Fund 
Managers Directive could help Luxembourg 
to consolidate its position as a domicile and 
servicing centre for private equity funds and 
acquisition vehicles, according to industry 
members and analysts in the grand duchy.

Luxembourg is best known as a centre 
for retail funds established under the EU’s 
Ucits regime, which allows funds established 
in one member state to be freely marketed 
to investors throughout the 27-country bloc 
as well as other members of the European 
Economic Area. Its total fund assets of 
EUR2.22trn at the end of May make it the 
largest fund domicile in Europe and globally 
second only to the United States.

But Luxembourg is already much more than 
a centre for retail funds. In fact, Ucits vehicles 
made up fractionally fewer than half – 1,864 

New EU rules set to 
boost private equity 

activity
By Simon Gray
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A natural winner 
from the crisis?

By Simon Henin
If there’s such a thing as a winner from the 
recent economic downturn and the growth 
of regulation in the private equity industry, 
arguably one might be Luxembourg.

As private equity investors have become 
more cautious, fund managers have looked 
for reputable and well-regulated jurisdictions 
to domicile their funds – and this has 
played to Luxembourg’s strengths. Its EU 
membership status has also gone down well 
with managers with a European investor base 
in the light of the forthcoming AIFM Directive.

This has certainly been our experience. A 
specialist private equity fund services firm, 
Ipes established an office in Luxembourg in 
2009, driven by demand for both the Soparfi 
holding structure behind non-EU funds 
from fund managers looking to benefit from 
Luxembourg’s double tax treaties, and from 
clients wishing to establish a fundraising 
structure attractive to EU, and specifically 
German, investors.

Better known for its Ucits funds industry, 
Luxembourg has grown and diversified in 
recent years, building a formidable reputation 
as a hub for private equity. Since the 1990s 
the industry has seen increasing use of the 
unregulated Soparfi structure, of which there 
are now more than 25,000.

Since then, Luxembourg has introduced 
two regulated structures, the Sicar (risk capital 
investment company) launched in 2004 and 
SIF (Specialised Investment Fund) in 2007, both 
well received by fund managers. 

Having reached out globally, Luxembourg 
now has access to more than 60 double tax 
treaties. Additionally the EU parent-subsidiary 
directive eliminates double taxation of 
dividends paid by a subsidiary in one member 
state to a parent company in another member.

Both Sicar and SIF structures benefit from 
consolidation exemptions, are reserved for 
‘well-informed’ investors, and can have a 
variable capital base and a multi-compartment 

structure. Management services provided to 
SIFs and Sicars are VAT-exempt.

The CSSF supervises SIFs and Sicars with 
a lighter touch than other regulated vehicles, 
satisfying investor demands for corporate 
governance while offering flexibility.

SIFs and Sicars require the services of 
a central administrator such as Ipes, an 
independent auditor and a custodian bank. 
With third-party custodians being required 
by alternative funds under the AIFMD, 
Luxembourg has the advantage of an 
established pool of experienced custody 
providers for private equity structures.

Luxembourg’s regulatory environment, 
skilled workforce and legislative framework 
have helped to establish a critical mass 
of private equity business. There are now 
more than 300 private equity funds in the 
jurisdiction, and firms including Carlyle, 
KKR, PAI, CVC, Partners Group and 3i have 
established a presence in the jurisdiction. 

Private equity specific infrastructure has 
developed in tandem. The past two years 
have seen an influx of specialist administrators 
such as Ipes and the establishment of the 
Luxembourg Private Equity Association, which 
now has more than 60 members.

These developments will help to perpetuate 
the jurisdiction’s success as the industry 
works together to address challenges and 
generate opportunities. Our professional 
bodies are actively lobbying in Brussels to 
influence the outcome of the AIFMD Level II 
discussions while also reaching out to fund 
managers across Europe and beyond.

While the implementation of the AIFMD 
will be a challenge, Luxembourg stands to 
benefit from its fund industry experience 
and rapid adaptation to new requirements. 
The grand duchy’s proven track record in 
transposing EU directives in a way that 
benefits business should again serve the 
private equity sector well. n

Simon Henin is managing 
director of Ipes Luxembourg
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head of private equity and corporate finance 
at KPMG Luxembourg.

“Luxembourg is a leading European 
private equity centre with around 300 
regulated funds and around USD40bn in 
private equity assets under administration,” 
he says. There are around 250 risk capital 
investment companies or Sicars, a vehicle 
established by legislation of 2004 and 
designed for investment in private equity 
and venture capital as well as certain kinds 
of property investment, while as many as 50 
SIFs may invest in private equity.

Courtois adds: “The grand duchy is also 
known as a hub for cross-border structuring 
of private equity and real estate transactions. 
Although there are no official statistics on 
the matter, the industry’s best guess is that 
there are around 30,000 Soparfis [financial 
participation companies] and more than 500 
securitisation vehicles.”

In addition, the grand duchy has its own 
home-grown private equity and venture 
capital sector, small certainly, but known for 
punching above its weight. Famously, venture 
capital firm Mangrove Capital Partners was 
an early backer of (also Luxembourg-based) 
Skype, while the EU’s venture investment 
arm, the European Investment Fund is 
also based locally. Most recently, Genii 
Capital has become known globally for 
its acquisition of the Renault Formula One 
team. “In relative terms it’s fairly modest, but 
there is a clear desire to attract more firms 
who would base substantive investment 
management here,” Courtois adds.

Alain Kinsch, a partner and head of private 
equity at Ernst & Young Luxembourg, believes 
that a combination of the introduction of the 
AIFM Directive, which will eventually require 
compliance from any fund manager seeking 
to raise capital from sophisticated investors 
within the EU, and the determination of the 
government to boost the country’s role as a 
centre for alternative investment activity, could 
well result in a further surge in the industry’s 
growth in the coming years.

“There is a high probability that with the 
AIFM Directive there will be another wave of 
private equity houses coming to Luxembourg,” 
he says. “They are looking more to onshore 
jurisdictions, and Luxembourg is likely to 
be the first country in Europe to adopt the 
directive. It will be a viable option, certainly for 

those firms that would like to come under the 
directive quickly.”

Kinsch says the government is working 
on various changes to the legal and fiscal 
regime that should increase Luxembourg’s 
attractiveness as a financial a services 
jurisdiction generally as well as a private 
equity hub. “There is currently a working 
process underway to refine further 
Luxembourg’s equivalent of the UK limited 
partnership, and there will be some 
innovations around tax,” he says.

“There is currently a new circular from 
the tax administration on the tax regime 
for highly skilled workers that is particularly 
interesting for the private equity industry 
because employees actually based here in 
Luxembourg will pay less tax, and there is 
a working group on the taxation of carried 
interest. There are various reviews of existing 
legislation applicable to private equity to see 
what can be changed to make the country 
even more attractive.”

The official mood is very much pro-
private equity, Kinsch notes, which has been 
identified by the government as an increasingly 
important asset class for the global investment 
industry in the future. One move in that 
direction is Luxembourg’s continued efforts 
to expand and refine its network of double 
taxation treaties, which helps in the structuring 
of private equity transactions. “If you put all 
that together, it’s broadly why private equity 
houses that are already here have been 
adding staff and others are interested in 
establishing themselves,” he says.

Simon Henin, managing director for 
Luxembourg of private equity administration 
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“There is a high probability 
that with the AIFM Directive 
there will be another wave 
of private equity houses 
coming to Luxembourg.
They are looking more to 
onshore jurisdictions, and 
Luxembourg is likely to be 
the first country in Europe to 
adopt the directive.”
Alain Kinsch, Ernst & Young
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specialist Ipes, says one factor that could 
benefit Luxembourg as a fund domicile 
under the AIFM Directive is its familiarity 
with the function of the depositary, which is 
already required for both SIFs and Sicars.

“If the rule tomorrow is that all EU funds 
must have such a depositary, we are already 
prepared for it,” he says. “The regulator is 
already used to supervising regulated private 
equity structures, which is not the case in 
most competitor jurisdictions. We might also 
benefit from our experience in passporting 
of funds and management services from the 
Ucits industry.”

His colleague Justin Partington, Ipes’ 
commercial director, acknowledges that 
the industry is still trying to determine to 
what degree the directive is likely to bring 
business within the EU and to what extent it 
may push activity outside – a question that 
may only be resolved for certain with the 
publication of so-called Level 2 implementing 
measures, drawn up the European 
Commission on advice from the European 
Securities and Markets Authority.

Olivier Sciales, founding partner of 
Luxembourg law firm Chevalier & Sciales, 
points out that there may also be slight 
differences in the way EU member states 
transpose the directive into national law, 
which they are required to do by July 22, 
2013. But he says: “The grand duchy has 
made great efforts over the past decade to 
create an attractive environment for private 
equity and to encourage the domicile and 
servicing here of both funds and acquisition 
and holding structures. Luxembourg’s 
implementation of the AIFM Directive is likely 
to follow the same philosophy.”

Partington adds: “Before the final version 
of the directive was approved, it looked like 
much more of a boon to Luxembourg, while 
non-EU jurisdictions were quite concerned 
about it, but now there’s much more of a 
level playing field. I believe it will polarise 
investors, with EU institutional investors such 
as pension funds pushing for Luxembourg 
structures. That will make the grand duchy 
a ‘super-jurisdiction’ for EU funds that will 
encroach to some extent on Ireland’s space 
as an alternatives centre.

“However other investors, particularly 
those from Asia and the US, will be happy 
with a light or medium regulation jurisdiction 

and with non-EU structures. We encourage 
our clients to set up parallel structures, in 
Luxembourg for EU investors and a non-EU 
structure for those investors that want lower 
costs. The outcome could be positive for all 
the key jurisdictions that are accepted as 
top-quality, but the AIFM Directive will mean 
those that have not yet gained traction will 
struggle to do so.”

Ray Krawczykowski, international tax 
partner and private equity industry leader 
with Deloitte in Luxembourg, agrees that the 
general shift in attitudes in the alternative 
fund industry toward more regulated 
structures and jurisdictions is a definite boost 
for the grand duchy.

“Traditionally private equity hasn’t favoured 
regulation at all, and the industry has worked 
hard to combat some of the provisions of 
the AIFM Directive,” he says. “But at a recent 
conference organised by the Luxembourg 
Private Equity and Venture Capital Association 
and addressed by the chairman of the 
European association, there was a consensus 
that we could no longer prevent it. The task 
now is to engage with Esma to make sure 
the directive is implemented in a way that’s 
acceptable and practical to work with.”

The creation of the LPEA in February 2010 
is in itself an important step forward. Says 
Krawczykowski: “There were a lot of private 
equity firms established here but no industry 
body. We were meeting regularly and 
organising dinners and other events bringing 
together as many as 25 professionals, and it 
was decided that we should get together in 
a real group rather than under the umbrella 
of other organisations.”

The association is active in providing 
feedback to the government in areas such 
as accounting changes, tax regimes and the 
implementation of new regulation affecting 
the industry, both at a national and European 
level, as well as taking part in international 
efforts to promote Luxembourg as a financial 
services centre. As of May the LPEA had 
66 members, consisting of 29 private equity 
houses and 37 service providers.

Courtois, who is co-head of the 
association’s technical committee on 
accounting and valuation, says: “The 
association is an important initiative since 
it gives many of the large private equity 
houses representation for the first time. It 
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exactly what we will be charged with doing. 
There is the issue of the independent 
valuation role. Whether that is something 
that will be handled by the administrator or 
depository, they may be concern about some 
eventual liability that will increase the cost of 
administration and support functions.”

Vincent Lebrun, tax partner and 
private equity industry leader at 
PricewaterhouseCoopers Luxembourg, 
adds: “The industry has accepted that it 
will have to deal with the directive, even if it 
complicates their way of doing business. It 
must also make more effort to demonstrate 
how private equity contributes in a positive 
way to the economy in terms of growth and 
job creation.

“Industry members still don’t understand 
why they have been caught up by this 
directive and why they have been singled 
out as one of the parts of the financial 
industry responsible for the crisis. They 
need to explain that they are responsible 
professionals who take risks and receive no 
reward if they fail.”

“I believe that the big firms will find it easy 
to manage the directive, but that it will have 
a greater impact on smaller firms, because 
there will clearly be an increase in costs. 
But most of them recognise it is too early to 
make any decision about how to structure 
their funds going forward, since they still 
have a couple of years before they need to 
be compliant.”

Nevertheless, Krawczykowski says that in 
the future private equity firms will be looking 
very closely at the relative merits of regulated 
and unregulated funds, even with the added 
constraints and burdens the directive will 
entail. “Asset managers will not go back 
to Cayman funds without considering the 
alternatives strongly,” he says.

“That was a process that started already 
two or three years ago, but now firms 
are looking at the pros and cons very 
closely. In the short term, say until 2015, it’s 
possible that they may still better off with an 
unregulated fund, but after the deadline in 
the directive for setting up a passport system 
for offshore funds and managers, they may 
well decide it is better to be regulated. That 
might also make sense where they are 
launching something like a 10-year fund 
whose life will extend well beyond 2015.” n

is making the voice of private equity better 
heard among local politicians and regulators, 
and offering a structured way to tackle 
technical and operational issues.”

Acceptance that the directive’s 
implementation is inexorable does not signify 
happiness with the new rules, says William 
Webbe, director of the corporate services 
division for Deutsche Bank International’s 
trust and securities services. “The overriding 
concern of people within the private equity 
and real estate space is the additional cost 
for questionable value as far as investors 
are concerned,” he says. “There will be 
increased costs in terms of reporting and 
disclosure, and some restrictions in terms of 
how quickly assets can be turned around, 
which may have an impact on how people 
do deals.

“There is a concern among general 
partners that some merger and acquisition 
deals may actually favour firms outside the 
scope of the directive in that it might be 
easier for a vendor to make a sale to a non-
AIFM purchaser, which doesn’t make a lot of 
sense. Some general partners fear that they 
will be handicapped from doing deals that 
managers not covered by the directive and 
free from some of these issues could go in 
and complete quickly.”

The issues raised by the directive include 
so-called asset stripping rules, which bar 
general partners from carrying out, facilitating 
or encouraging any distribution, capital 
reduction, share redemption or repurchase 
on the part of a portfolio company that 
would reduce its capital base or exceed 
its distributable profits and reserves, for a 
period of 24 months following the acquisition 
of control of the company in question.

Says Webbe: “In a way this probably 
shouldn’t be a problem, because private 
equity firms tend to be medium- to long-term 
players rather than undertaking short-term 
flipping of underlying investments. However, 
it is an artificial barrier that may mean delays 
to certain deals. To some extent this is a 
handicap for the asset manager, who would 
otherwise just get on and run the portfolio in 
the best interests of the investors.

“And from the administrator’s perspective, 
there is still too little clarity about what is 
required of the various roles and about 
the reporting requirements for us to know 

Vincent Lebrun, tax 
partner and private 
equity industry leader at 
PricewaterhouseCoopers 
Luxembourg
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Olivier Sciales and Rémi 
Chevalier are partners with 
the Luxembourg law firm 
Chevalier & Sciales

Private equity and the 
AIFM Directive

By olivier Sciales and Rémi Chevalier
Luxembourg’s private equity industry faces 
a range of challenges but also opportunities 
as a result of the implementation of the 
European Union’s Directive on Alternative 
investment Fund Managers, which was 
agreed by the European Parliament in 
November 2010 and formally adopted by the 
EU Council, following a lengthy tidying-up 
process, in May 2011.

The directive aims to create a single 
European internal market for alternative fund 
managers and a harmonised regulatory 
framework for all alternative managers active 
within the EU, whether they are based 
within the union or not. It does not regulate 
alternative investment funds, which continue to 
be regulated and supervised at national level, 
allowing member states to apply national rules 
to funds established on their territory.

Members of Europe’s alternative 
investment industry acknowledge that 
the final text represents a significant 
improvement from the first draft unveiled 
by the European Commission in May 2009. 
However, concerns remain about how well 
suited its provisions are to the continent’s 
private equity and venture capital sector, 
and about the competitiveness of EU-based 
general partners once the legislation comes 
into effect around mid-2013.

In particular, there are fears that disclosure 
requirements will place private equity 
firms at a disadvantage in the acquisition, 
management and disposal of assets 
compared with other types of private investor, 
from high net worth individuals to sovereign 
wealth funds, although the final draft of the 
legislation seeks to allay these concerns.

Industry members are also worried 
about so-called ‘asset-stripping’ rules that 
place restrictions on the ability of private 
equity-owned companies to pay dividends, 
carry out share buybacks or conduct other 
transactions that are deemed to weaken their 

capital base; and about the requirement to 
appoint a depositary, a function more usual in 
management of liquid financial instruments.

However, the directive does offer 
exemptions for managers of closed-ended 
funds that do not employ leverage. In effect, 
these provisions mean that the threshold 
of assets under management triggering 
regulation under the directive will in many 
cases be significantly higher for private 
equity and real estate funds than for open-
ended hedge funds.

Private equity firms are watching 
closely to see how they will be affected 
by subsidiary legislation and regulations 
to be drawn up over the next two years to 
flesh out the directive’s framework in detail. 
The new European Securities and Markets 
Authority is due to present its advice on 
so-called Level 2 implementation measures 
to the Commission by November following 
consultation with industry members.

There may also be differences in the 
details of how EU member states transpose 
the directive into national law, which is due 
by mid-2013. 

The directive will offer non-EU-based funds 
and managers the opportunity to benefit 
from its ‘passporting’ provisions to market 
products to sophisticated investors throughout 
the 27-member union – but two years after 
EU managers with funds also domiciled in 
Europe, and subject to effectively all the same 
requirements, as well as additional conditions 
that must be met by non-EU jurisdictions.

The extension of the passport is 
scheduled to lead to the abolition of national 
private placement regimes, the main channel 
by which non-EU funds are currently 
distributed to sophisticated European 
investors, five years after the directive takes 
effect in 2013. At least for the present, the 
directive confirms the right of sophisticated 
investors within the EU to invest with 

CHEval i ER  &  SC ialES
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While managers subject to the directive 
are required to appoint an independent 
third-party service provider to carry out 
depositary functions for their funds, such as 
the safekeeping or verification of assets and 
the monitoring of cash flows, the directive 
allows member states to continue existing 
practice by allowing the appointment of a 
notary, lawyer, registrar or another entity as 
depositary to private equity, venture capital, 
real estate and other funds.

Such funds are defined as those that do 
not allow investors to make redemptions 
for at least five years from the date of their 
initial investment and whose core investment 
policy is generally not to invest in assets that 
must be held in custody under the terms of 
the directive, or whose policy is to invest in 
issuers or non-listed companies potentially to 
acquire control over them.

For all other funds, the depositary must 
be a credit institution, investment firm 
or other entity permitted under the Ucits 
IV Directive. The depositary must have 
its registered office or a branch in the 
fund domicile jurisdiction, although the 
directive suggests that the Commission 
consider proposing legislation that not only 
clarifies the responsibilities and liabilities 
of a depositary but sets out rules for the 
provision of services in one member state by 
a depositary based in another.

The directive requires alternative fund 
managers to implement procedures for the 
proper valuation of assets and the funds 
they manage, a function that should be 
independent of the portfolio management 
activity of the business and may be carried 
out by an external provider. Managers 
may also delegate responsibility for some 
management functions for efficiency reasons 
and sub-delegation is also allowed, as 
long as the manager remains at all times 
responsible for proper performance of these 
functions and compliance with the directive.

As with other categories of alternative 
fund manager, authorisation of private equity 
firms under the directive is dependent upon 
their home regulator being satisfied that the 
manager is capable of complying with the 
directive, has sufficient capital and assets, 
and is run by individuals of good reputation 
and with sufficient experience of the 
strategies they propose to manage.

whichever alternative investment firms they 
choose, if it is on their own initiative.

Despite the concerns, there is 
acknowledgement that the legislation aims 
to bring greater certainty to the alternative 
investment fund industry by providing a 
clearer picture of the future regulatory 
landscape in which managers, service 
providers and investors will have to operate.

The directive seeks to establish common 
authorisation and regulatory requirements for 
managers of funds that fall outside the scope 
of the Ucits directives governing cross-border 
retail funds, in order to create a coherent 
approach to the management of systemic 
risks, and to provide a framework capable of 
addressing risks to investors, markets and 
other participants through comprehensive 
and common supervisory arrangements. 

It applies to entities that manage one 
or more alternative investment funds as 
a regular business, including both open-
ended and closed ended funds, regardless 
of the funds’ legal form or whether it is 
listed. Although the directive is not intended 
to apply to holding companies, this does 
not provide an exemption for private equity 
GPs nor for managers of funds traded on 
regulated markets.

The legislation offers a less burdensome 
regime for alternative managers whose fund 
assets under management total less than 
EUR100m, and for managers of unleveraged 
funds with assets totalling less than EUR500m 
where investors do not have redemption 
rights for at least five years after investment.

This clear concession to managers of 
private equity and real estate funds reflects 
acknowledgement by European legislators 
that such funds do not appear to pose any 
significant systemic risk individually, although 
in aggregation they might do so.

According to the directive, managers 
whose combined fund assets fall below these 
thresholds should be subject to registration 
in their home member state and provide 
regulatory authorities there with information 
about the instruments in which they are 
trading and the principal exposures and 
concentrations of the funds they manage.

However, such managers also have the 
choice to opt for full regulation, and member 
states may if they choose impose stricter 
requirements on such managers.

CHEval i ER  &  SC ialES
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– any distribution, capital reduction, share 
redemption or repurchase that would reduce 
the company’s capital base or exceed its 
distributable profits and reserves.

These notification and disclosure 
requirements and the explicit asset-stripping 
safeguards should be subject, the directive 
says, to a general exception for control of 
small and medium-sized enterprises as 
well as special purpose vehicles created to 
purchase, hold or administer real estate. It 
also says these requirements should not lead 
to the publication of proprietary information 
that would make the manager or the 
controlled company vulnerable to competitors.

Notification and disclosure obligations 
should be subject to conditions and 
restrictions relating to confidential information 
set out in the EU’s 2002 Information and 
Consultation of Employees Directive, 
which stipulates that subject to national 
law employees’ representatives should not 
reveal confidential information affecting 
the legitimate interests of the company to 
employees or third parties. The directive’s 
provisions on notification and disclosure and 
on asset stripping do not prevent member 
states adopting stricter rules.

The AIFM Directive’s passporting 
provisions allow managers to market funds 
to sophisticated investors in their home 
jurisdiction or other member states through 
notification of their national regulator; 
authorisation (or notification of the target 
market regulator) must take place within 
20 days unless the manager is not in full 
compliance with the directive. Managers may 
also manage funds domiciled in another 
member state directly or through a branch.

Oversight and enforcement of the directive 
are largely in the hands of the manager’s 
home regulator. As well as its involvement 
in drafting detailed rules, Esma will have 
a co-ordinating role and in some cases 
mediate between member states in the event 
of disagreements. It will also advise on the 
functioning of the passporting regime in mid-
2015, ahead of its planned extension to non-EU 
managers, and draw up regulatory and other 
standards for the eligibility of jurisdictions 
in which non-EU managers and funds are 
domiciled. A full review of the directive’s 
operation and scope is scheduled to be 
carried out by the Commission in 2017. n

Authorisation is limited in scope to the 
management of alternative (and Ucits) funds 
and of segregated portfolios under individual 
mandates, as well as services such as 
the provision of investment advice and the 
safekeeping and administration of fund 
shares or units. Regulators should normally 
deliver a decision on authorisation within 
three months of application.

The AIFM Directive sets out minimum 
capital requirements for alternative managers 
in order to ensure the stability of the 
management of funds and cover exposure 
to professional liability. Internally-managed 
funds must have initial capital of at least 
EUR300,000, while an external manager of 
one or more funds must have initial capital of 
at least EUR125,000, increasing on a sliding 
scale according to the level of assets under 
management up to a maximum of EUR10m.

Managers are required to devise 
remuneration policies and practices 
consistent with sound and effective risk 
management and the avoidance of conflicts 
of interest for staff whose roles have a 
material impact on the risk profile of the 
funds managed. These provisions may be 
applied in different ways depending upon the 
size of the manager and of the funds they 
manage, their internal organisation, and the 
scope and complexity of their activities.

Managers authorised under the directive 
must issue an annual report for each 
fund domiciled or marketed in the EU and 
disclose information on leverage employed 
through borrowing of cash or securities, 
derivative positions and the reuse of assets. 
Additional disclosure requirements apply to 
companies over which funds managed by 
alternative managers – in practice usually 
private equity firms – exert control, especially 
unlisted companies.

A manager of one or more funds 
that acquires control over an unlisted 
company must provide its home regulator 
with information on the financing of the 
acquisition, and also if its funds acquire 
control over an issuer of shares admitted to 
trading on a regulated market. 

In addition, for 24 months following the 
acquisition of control, ‘asset-stripping’ rules 
bar managers from carrying out, facilitating 
or encouraging – and indeed require 
them to use their best efforts to prevent 
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A debate is underway in Luxembourg 
about whether this civil law country, 
already a major European hub for private 
equity acquisition and transaction vehicles, 
should wholeheartedly embrace the Anglo-
Saxon common law concept of the limited 
partnership in order to seize a larger share 
of the global market for fund vehicles.

At the centre of the discussions is the 
Société en Commandite Simple (Secs), a 
pass-through vehicle, with the objective to 
create a limited partnership on the model 
of the UK partnership. An industry working 
group is examining whether this structure 
could be adapted to create a UK-style 
limited partnership in order to attract 
more fundraising vehicles to Luxembourg, 
especially from top-tier private equity houses.

“For a number of years, a group of 
Luxembourg lawyers have been trying to 
develop an Anglo-Saxon limited partnership 
structure inside a Sicav,” says Justin Partington, 
commercial director of private equity 

administrator Ipes. “The aim is to create a very 
flexible structure tailored to the specific terms 
of the fund and the product that would help 
Luxembourg compete a bit more with some of 
the Anglo-Saxon jurisdictions.”

Partington acknowledges that trying to 
shoehorn a piece of common law into a 
civil law structure is not particularly easy, 
but says the absence of the kind of limited 
partnership structure managers are used 
to represents one of the obstacles to the 
development of the private equity industry 
in Luxembourg. He adds: “It’s quite a useful 
structure in that it deals with double taxation 
and tax issues. Basically only the end-
investor pays tax, rather than the structure 
paying tax in three or four different places 
and then trying to get rebates.”

Yves Courtois, head of private equity and 
corporate finance at KPMG Luxembourg, 
stresses that this idea is still very much 
at the stage of discussion among lawyers 
and that it is still a long way from the 
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drafting of legislation. “I can’t say at the 
moment whether it will actually be called 
a partnership, but the aim is to better align 
the Secs with the UK partnership, creating 
an alternative proposition for the global 
industry,” he says.

“It’s not only that the big private equity 
houses are familiar and comfortable working 
with the UK partnership structure, but 
also many Anglo-Saxon-type institutional 
investors. In fact, a Luxembourg vehicle 
that is very similar to the UK partnership is 
already available. However, the Société en 
Commandite par Actions (company limited 
by shares, or SCA) is in an incorporated 
form and isn’t called a partnership. That may 
be a reason why few unregulated vehicles 
have been established here.”

Alain Kinsch, partner and head of private 
equity at Ernst & Young, points out that 
although Luxembourg has a continental 
European legal system it is inspired in many 
areas by Anglo-Saxon law, which in a lot of 
areas has been absorbed into Luxembourg 
law. He says: “You can do exactly the same 
with a Luxembourg Secs as with the English 
partnership, it is just that it has never been 
marketed in the same way.

“There are still certain points that need to 
be improved, and there are even proposals 
to create a completely new regime exactly 
like the UK one. You could do exactly the 
same with a few changes to the existing law, 
but obviously that wouldn’t carry the history 
and experience of the UK structure.”

Vincent Lebrun, tax partner and private 
equity industry leader at PwC, is a strong 
advocate of going the whole way and 
reproducing the limited partnership in 
Luxembourg law, arguing that anything less 

will fail to attract private equity firms and 
industry gatekeepers who might otherwise 
see the grand duchy as the ideal solution to 
satisfy investors demanding a more regulated 
environment.

“For Luxembourg to become a hub 
for private equity funds, and to convince 
established fund managers to domicile their 
next fund or part of the structure here, we 
need to create the partnership concept,” he 
says. “Partnership structures are what the 
big private equity firms are used to. I don’t 
think they will bother to look for a solution 
with our existing vehicles; they want to be 
able to do a sort of cut-and-paste of their 
existing funds into Luxembourg.

“It is something that would be easy 
to implement in Luxembourg – it’s just a 
question of drafting a law of a couple of 
lines and putting whatever you want into it. 
Otherwise the London law firms who always 
do the fund structuring work will say that if 
it’s not a pure partnership, it is somewhat 
different, even if we are fairly close to it, and 
they will be reluctant to promote or sell a 
Luxembourg non-partnership structure.”

Lebrun insists this reasoning applies to the 
top international private equity houses and 
not to start-up, small and medium-sized firms 
to whom Luxembourg appeals strongly. “They 
are less concerned about going into less 
familiar structures and they like the country’s 
lightly regulated funds because it helps 
to give them credibility with investors,” he 
says. “The latter would be more comfortable 
investing in a regulated vehicle than in a 
small fund from a brand-new general partner 
in an offshore environment where there is 
almost no regulation or transparency.”

He notes that at least one major private 
equity house has considered setting up a 
fund in Luxembourg but eventually decided on 
Malta, whose legal system made it possible 
to replicate the same kind of structure the 
firm had previously established in offshore 
jurisdictions. “They had a vehicle that was 
almost exactly the same as what they had in 
the past except that it was no longer offshore 
but onshore, within the EU,” Lebrun says. 
“So to play a leading role in the industry, 
Luxembourg has to amend its legislation to 
allow the incorporation of partnerships.”

Although initial discussions have focused 
on the revision of the Secs, Lebrun says: “I 
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would never bother to try to adapt existing 
vehicles but rather come up with something 
brand-new. It would have the maximum 
marketing impact, and also if we offer 
something that has been adapted that is 
not 100 per cent identical to a partnership, 
international law firms and private equity 
houses will always find some reason why 
they should not go to Luxembourg.”

He stresses that in other respects, the 
private equity industry is doing extremely 
well. “A large number of small and medium-
sized firms are creating funds, while on the 
acquisition side we may not be back to 
the same level of transactions seen up to 
2007, more private equity houses are using 
Luxembourg rather than other jurisdictions 
because it is more predictable and secure 
in terms of the tax and legal regime,” 
Lebrun says.

“The fact that we have so many acquisition 
vehicles means that with a partnership 
vehicle, Luxembourg would be able to provide 
a full range of fund solutions as well as 
investment and acquisition structures. Being 
able to offer everything in one country would 
be really powerful, and if we would attract 
one of the global private equity houses to set 
up a fund here, others could well follow.”

In the meantime, industry professionals 
note that although the risk capital investment 
company or Sicar was explicitly created in 
2004 as a private equity and venture capital 
fund vehicle, to some degree it has been 
eclipsed by the Specialised Investment Fund, 
which caters to a much broader range of 
alternative investment strategies; more than 
1,000 have been launched since the SIF 
legislation was enacted on February 13, 2007.

Two years ago the Sicar legislation 
was amended to give it some of the same 
characteristics as the SIF, notably the 
ability to create multi-compartment umbrella 
structures, but it does not seem to have 
done much to spur take-up. “At the end of 
August 2010 there were 230 Sicars, and the 
number had risen to 245 by April this year,” 
says Partington. “By contrast we see a lot 
more interest in SIFs, whose number has 
grown by more than 20 per cent over the 
past year, as private equity vehicles.”

Kinsch says: “The SIF has been used 
extensively for private equity, but it’s difficult 
to say whether one is more successful 

than the other. Only about 50 SIFs focus 
on private equity, compared with nearly 250 
Sicars. The SIF can be more interesting 
if you have a broader investment focus, 
involving not only private equity but cash and 
equivalent instruments, as well as perhaps 
infrastructure or real estate.

“The other point is that the SIF is a 
fund, which pays no taxes apart from a 
subscription tax of one basis point. However, 
it cannot benefit from many of Luxembourg’s 
double taxation treaties, whereas the Sicar, 
being a normal company, can take advantage 
of these treaties, but it pays normal taxes 
except on investment securities – for example 
any interest income derived from cash sitting 
in a bank account is fully taxable. So it 
requires a great deal of analysis to determine 
which is the more attractive.”

Lebrun adds: “There are fewer restrictions 
with the SIF in terms of the type of investment, 
whereas the Sicar is a pure venture capital or 
private equity vehicle. Every time you make a 
transaction you have to be sure that you fall 
within the scope, but with the SIF you don’t 
really need to bother about that. Secondly, the 
Sicar is rather a strange animal, somewhere 
between a true fund and a company, and 
some investors and fund promoters are not 
very comfortable with that concept.”

However, Courtois insists that the Sicar 
remains “an attractive proposition for pure play 
private equity managers focused on leveraged 
buyouts, mezzanine or venture capital that you 
would not expect to venture outside their area 
of expertise. It is also noteworthy that many 
Sicars are also used as vehicles for cross-
border structuring or acquisitions – they are 
not exclusively used for fundraising.”

Industry professionals say that an 
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well as the AIFM Directive, Luxembourg’s 
playing of the card of lightly regulated funds 
has positioned it ideally in the market for the 
long-term.”

One issue facing non-EU private equity 
houses in the future is that if they want to 
target European investors, they will need to 
submit to regulation in a “member state of 
reference”. Says Kinsch: “A US private equity 
house will have to decide whether they want 
to be regulated by BaFin in Germany, the 
new regulator in London, or the CSSF in 
Luxembourg. The CSSF has a reputation for 
being pragmatic and business-friendly, and 
fairly quick.”

Without going as far as regulatory 
arbitrage, he suggests, the supervisory 
approach could to a certain extent become 
a competitive advantage among financial 
centres. Kinsch singles out for praise the 
CSSF’s decision to set up a dedicated 
private equity department: “Even junior staff 
will devote 100 per cent of their time to 
private equity, whereas in other jurisdictions 
regulatory personnel may be working on a 
hedge fund in the morning, property in the 
afternoon and private equity in the evening. 
Building up specialist expertise can only help 
Luxembourg’s regulators to do a better job.”

But especially from the perspective of the 
biggest private equity houses, there is often 
as much complementarity as competition 
between jurisdictions. Luxembourg and the 
Channel Islands are a good example, and 
not only because many service providers are 
active in all three territories. William Webbe, 
the Jersey-based director of the corporate 
services division for Deutsche Bank 
International’s trust and securities services, 
believes that firms will continue to see 
benefits from structures containing entities in 
various different jurisdictions.

“That is set to continue for the coming 
years until we get complete clarity around 
the AIFM Directive, regarding closed-ended 
fund structures, as private equity funds tend 
to be,” he says. “The issue of raising new 
monies for funds from European investors 
isn’t quite as critical with closed-ended fund 
structures as it might become in the future. I 
think we will continue to see Channel Islands 
funds being established with underlying 
Luxembourg SPVs as holding companies – 
they sit well together.” n

important gauge of the development of 
activity in Luxembourg is the movement by 
leading global private equity houses to set 
up administration operations in the grand 
duchy, the inflow in recent years of specialist 
administration firms, especially from the 
Channel Islands, firms that are adding the 
servicing of regulated vehicles to their existing 
expertise with unregulated structures, and 
consolidation among service providers in the 
marketplace, although some of these trends 
have been slowed by the broader economic 
difficulties over the past four years that have 
affected the private equity sector.

The roster of international private equity 
houses using Luxembourg as a centre to 
structure and administer their cross-border 
investments now includes firms such as 
Cinven, BC Partners, 3i, Candover, EQT, IK 
Investment Partners, KKR and Carlyle, notes 
Ray Krawczykowski, international tax partner 
and private equity industry leader at Deloitte. 
“So many of the big players have already set 
up operations in Luxembourg that the scope 
for future growth is limited,” he says, “although 
we are also seeing some smaller firms such 
as a group of former Macquarie partners.”

Meanwhile the country’s skill base is 
being strengthened by the building up of 
local expertise by firms, many of them from 
Jersey and Guernsey, which have established 
a Luxembourg presence over the past 
couple of years, and consolidation among 
existing providers.

“There is now a strong quality focus,” 
Krawczykowski says. “For example, now 
Mourant’s fund administration business has 
been taken over by State Street there is an 
additional layer of resources. Alter Domus is 
growing very fast and acquired Fideos in April. 
We have some strong names here wearing a 
double hat – not only servicing non-regulated 
entities but obtaining authorisation from 
the CSSF [the Financial Sector Supervisory 
Commission, the Luxembourg industry 
regulator] to administer regulated entities.”

Courtois notes: “A number of trust 
businesses that were probably catering for 
unregulated structures are now venturing 
into the lightly regulated space, providing 
administration to SIFs and Sicars, for the 
first time. In the very challenging fundraising 
environment, and with regulatory pressures 
looming large with Fatca and Dodd-Frank as 




